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BRANKLET BOAT SHOE
(WZ-MSF001)

The boat shoe is the “go to” product in every
sailor’s kit bag. Setting this 2-eyelet classic above
the rest is achieved by taking the moccasin
traditional styling, embellishing it with premium
materials and components, then utilising the
most robust construction techniques to deliver
you sailing shoes with engineering excellence.
WUZZOS take pride in selecting water resistant
leathers and corrosion resistant eyelets that stand
fast against the elements while the outsole design
maximises the area in contact with the ground
to provide superior grip when combined with
our unique rubber compound. The result is a
premium boat shoe that performs on deck when
you need it to.
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CORINTHIAN PRO SHOE
(WZ-MSF003)
Cognac

Dark Brown

Navy

Tan
Women’s Shoe Size Guide

Hand sewn moccasin construction that wraps the foot in leather
for a comfortable and precise fit
“Lock-tight” leather laces run continuously around the heel to secure the foot
Premium water-resistant, full-grain leather to cope with long days at sea
Padded leather footbed & rolled top line for superior comfort whatever the conditions.
Stitched & bonded performance rubber sole with siped tread for great grip on deck
Premium leather rand for secure sole attachment
Hand stitched facing reinforcement
Saltwater resistant, strong metal eyelets
Micro-Fresh treated
Made in Europe
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WHITAKER BOAT SHOE
(WZ-WSF501)
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The Corinthian Pro is a hybrid shoe that combines
classic style with performance materials and technology.
Constructed with premium salt, stain and water resistant
leather, and ventilated mesh for increased breathability
and a faster drying time. The shock absorbing midsole
is bonded to an outsole tread and rubber compound
designed to give exceptional, multi-directional traction.
The moulded, removable footbed enhances comfort
during long days at sea.
Leather and mesh upper for ventilation,
drainage and durability.
Multi-directional tread pattern for exceptional
grip on wet surfaces.
Shock absorbing midsole for enhanced comfort
and protection.
Non-marking, UV resistant rubber.
Saltwater resistant, strong metal eyelets.
Micro-Fresh treated.
Made in Europe.

Navy

Micro-Fresh® is a British made, smart antimicrobial
technology that contains natural active ingredients to
block the growth and spread of pathogenic and odourcausing bacteria.
The innovative technology works by diffusing Ions through
bacteria cells via a process called ion-exchange. This action
disrupts the cell wall, preventing growth. In addition, the
positively-charged ions become attracted to the negatively
charged bacteria cell enzymes, which stops bacteria from
producing energy.
Finally, these ions attach to the cell DNA, blocking
replication and the formation of any new cells. The result
is a Nano-free technology that is kind to the human skin
and tough on harmful bacteria. It is free from restricted
substances and SVHCs.

BRAND HERITAGE
Sir Henry Busby Bird played an important role in the London
Borough of Shoreditch, and was mayor 12 times – from
1903 to 1919 – holding the office continuously during the
war period. He took an active part in the formation of two
volunteer battalions and commanded the 3rd, The Royal
Fusiliers, retiring with the honorary rank of LieutenantColonel, Sir Henry was instrumental in raising £4,500,000
in National War Bonds in Shoreditch, was knighted for his
wartime services in 1919 and then instructed the design of
the Bird family crest, assigning the motto “LUDITE LUDEM”
which means “PLAY THE GAME”.

HIS WORSHIP THE MAYOR OF SHOREDITCH
(SIR HENRY BUSBY BIRD J.P.)
who raised the Battalion in 1915
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WUZZO STORY

ORIGINAL LV18 BEING SAND BLASTED
In her working days, WUZZO was a
rowing lifeboat that served to protect the
crew who maintained a Trinity House
lightvessel off the coast of Harwich.
During the nineteenth century they
were predominantly positioned off
England’s east coast and the approaches
to the River Thames, where there were

FINISHED WUZZO BEING LAUNCHED

many treacherous shoals. The majority
of lightvessels were decommissioned
during the 1970s – 1980s and replaced
with light floats or Lanby buoys which
were vastly cheaper to maintain. In
1983 this hull was decommissioned
and sold to the Bird family, modified
with a forepeak and engine and kept

www.wuzzos.com

on the River Crouch in Essex. Her
name WUZZO is derived from the
French for Bird (Oiseau) but spelt in
simplistic form. The bird depicted in
the WUZZOS® logo connects the boat
and family together with an interesting
story that emulates from the turn of the
twentieth century…

